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ABSTRACT

The technological revolutions related to media facilitate its customers not only to have access to the desired content but also desired media format irrespective of his/her stationed geographical location and at their convenience of time. This shift in the usage pattern which is observed among the media users is possible due to the digital technology adopted by media owners. The change in technology adopted by the media houses demands not only huge investments but also training methods to equip the workforce. There are many media houses which are effectively performing at the regional level. Daiji world is one such media house, stationed at Mangalore, but widely accessed by its customers who are stationed not only in Mangalore region but are spread worldwide. This study intends to observe how the management of small and regional media house plans and incorporates training methods so that its staff is equally compatible to face the challenges posed not only by bigger media houses but also challenges of technological renovations particularly in digital platforms. The study follows a case study method and follows qualitative research techniques while conducting the study.
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